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Abstract. A number of basic variations have been developed due to improve speed of convergence and quality of
solution found by the PSO. On the other hand, basic PSO is more appropriate to process static, simple optimization
problem. Modification PSO is developed for solving the basic PSO problem. The observation and review focusing on
function of PSO, advantages and disadvantages of PSO, the basic variant of PSO, Modification of PSO and applications
that have implemented using PSO. The application can show which one the modified or variant PSO that haven’t been
made and which one the modified or variant PSO that will be developed. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) is composed
of a large number of small nodes with limited functionality. The most important issue in this type of networks is energy
constraints. In this area several researches have been done from which clustering is one of the most effective solutions.
The goal of clustering is to divide network into sections each of which has a cluster head (CH). The task of cluster heads
collection, data aggregation and transmission to the base station is undertaken. In this paper, we introduce a new
approach for clustering sensor networks based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm using the optimal fitness
function, which aims to extend network lifetime. The parameters used in this algorithm are residual energy density, the
distance from the base station, intra-cluster distance from the cluster head. Simulation results show that the proposed
method is more effective compared to protocols such as (LEACH, CHEF, PSO-MV) in terms of network lifetime and
energy consumption.
Introduction
Theory of particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been growing rapidly. PSO has been used by many applications of
several problems. The algorithm of PSO emulates from behavior of animals societies that don’t have any leader in their
group or swarm, such as bird flocking and fish schooling. Typically, a flock of animals that have no leaders will find
food by random, follow one of the members of the group that has the closest position with a food source (potential
solution). The flocks achieve their best condition simultaneously through communication among members who already
have a better situation. Animal which has a better condition will inform it to its flocks and the others will move
simultaneously to that place. This would happen repeatedly until the best conditions or a food source discovered. The
process of PSO algorithm in finding optimal values follows the work of this animal society. Particle swarm optimization
consists of a swarm of particles, where particle represent a potential solution. Recently, there are several modifications
from original PSO. It modifies to accelerate the achieving of the best conditions. The development will provide new
advantages and also the diversity of problems to be resolved. Study on the development of PSO is necessary to do to
know how far its development, its advantages and disadvantages and how much use this method to settle a problem.
Variant of PSO
Exploration is the ability of a search algorithm to explore different region of the search space in order to locate a good
optimum. Exploitation, on the other hand, is the ability to concentrate the search around a promising area in order to
refine a candidate solution[3].With their exploration and exploitation, the particle of the swarm fly through hyperspace
and have two essential reasoning capabilities: their memory of their own best position - local best (lb) and knowledge of
the global or their neighborhood's best - global best (gb). Position of the particle is influenced by velocity. In the original
particle swarm optimization, there has also a lack of solution, because it is very easy to move to local optima. In certain
circumstances, where a new position of the particle equal to global best and local best then the particle will not change its
position. If that particle is the global best of the entire swarm then all the other particles will tend to move in the direction
of this particle. The end of result is the swarm converging prematurely to a local optimum. If the new position of the
particle pretty far from global best and local best then the velocity will changing quickly turned into a great value. This
will directly affect the particle's position in the next step. For now the particle will have an updated position of great
value, as a result, the particle may be out of bounds the search area. In analysis, PSO has advantages and disadvantages
[4]. Advantages of the basic particle swarm optimization algorithm: PSO is based on the intelligence. It can be applied
into both scientific research and engineering use. Then PSO have no overlapping and mutation calculation. The search
can be carried out by the speed of the particle. During the development of several generations, only the most optimist
particle can transmit information onto the other particles, and the speed of the researching is very fast. After that the
calculation in PSO is very simple. Compared with the other developing calculations, it occupies the bigger optimization
ability and it can be completed easily. The last one is PSO adopts the real number code, and it is decided directly by the
solution. The number of the dimension is equal to the constant of the solution. On the other hands, disadvantages of the
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basic particle swarm optimization algorithm are the method easily suffers from the partial optimism, which causes the
less exact at the regulation of its speed and the direction. Then the method cannot work out the problems of scattering
and optimization and the method cannot work out the problems of non-coordinate system, such as the solution to the
energy field and the moving rules of the particles in the energy field.
Modification of PSO
The modification in PSO consists of three categories: extension of field searching space, adjustment the parameters, and
hybrid with another technique. The modifications of PSO can enhance its performance.
a. Single Solution PSO
A large number of PSO variations can be found to locate single solutions. These PSO implementations were specially
developed to obtain single solutions to continuous-valued, unconstrained, static, single-objective, optimization problem,
most of these algorithm can also be applied to other problem types.
b. Niching with PSO
In the EC field, algorithms that locate multiple solutions are refers to as niching algorithm. The process of finding
multiple solution or niche is generally referred to as speciation. Niching algorithms model yet another natural process,
where large numbers of individuals compete for the use of limited resources on physical environment. Nieces are
partitions of an environment while species are partitions of computational optimization, a niece represents one solutions
to the problem, while a species refers to the group of individuals (particle in the context of PSO) that convergence on a
single niece.
c. Constraint Optimization using PSO
Constraint reduces the feasible space where in solution to the problem can be found. Optimization algorithms need to
ensure that a feasible solution is found. That is the optimization algorithm should find a solution that both optimizes the
objective function satisfies all constraints. If it is not possible to satisfy all constrains, the algorithm has to balance the
trades off between optimal objective function value and number of constrain violated
d. Multi-objective optimization with PSO
Many real world optimization problems require the simultaneous optimization of a number of objectives (multiobjectives). The main objective of MOO algorithms is to find a set of solution which optimally balance the trade-offs
among the objective of a MOP. It is different with the basic PSO that return only one solution.
e. Dynamic Environment With PSO
In dynamic Environments, PSO should be fast to allow quick re-optimization. It is desirable to find a good solution
before the next environment change. In original PSO, it is impossible to convergence to an equilibrium state in its first
goal to locate the optimum. There are several solutions for dynamic environment. Such as: a. Environment change
detection, It is to allow timeout and efficient tracking of optimum, b. Response to environment changes, c. Changing the
inertia weight update, d. Reinitialize Particle Solution, e. Limit Memory, f. Local Search, g. Split adaptive PSO, h. FineGrained, i. charged Swarm.
f. Discrete PSO
PSO was originally developed for continuous-valued spaces. Many problems are however, defined for discrete value.
Fortunately, the PSO is easily adaptable to discrete-value spaces.

Observation and Review
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a biologically inspired computational search and optimization method developed in
1995 by Eberhart and Kennedy based on the social behaviors of birds flocking or fish schooling. Recently, there are
many variants of PSO, and it may always grow rapidly. Figure 1 describes the variants of particle swarm. We have
considered that velocity clamping, inertia weight, constriction coefficient, synchronous and asynchronous updates are the
basic variations of PSO that have been developed to improve speed of convergence and quality of solution found by the
PSO. Figure 2 presents distribution of articles in terms of basic variant of PSO. Regarding on this inertia weight has the
largest number of literatures between 2006 and 2010. Due to the progress of variant PSO is rather new, so there is only a
few articles that has made. Every basic variant of PSO has utility that will cover shortfall of PSO. In addition they also
have advantages and disadvantages as shown in the table below:
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Basic Variant
Velocity
Clamping

Inertia weight

Constriction
Coefficient

Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Updates

Function
Control the global exploration of
the particle reduce the size of the
step velocity, so that the particles
remain in the search area, but it
cannot change the search
direction of the particle
Control the momentum of the
particle by weighing the
contribution of the previous
velocity.
To ensure the stable convergence
of the PSO algorithm

Advantages
VC reduce the size of
the step velocity so it
will control the
movement of the
particle

Disadvantages
If all the velocity becomes equal to the
particle will continue to conduct
searches within a hypercube and will
probably remain in the optima but will
not converge in the local area.

A larger inertia
weight in the end of
search will foster the
convergence ability.
Similar with inertia
weight

Achieve optimality convergence
strongly influenced by the inertia
weight

Optimization in parallel
processing

Improved
convergence rate

when the algorithm converges, the
fixed values of the parameters might
cause the unnecessary fluctuation of
particles
Higher throughput: More sophisticated
finite element formulations Higher
accuracy (mesh densities)

Table1. The Basic Variant of PSO

particle swarm optimization is used to solve statics problem. For solving another form of problem, many researchers
have developed variant PSO, such as: Single Solution, Niching with PSO, Constraint Optimization using PSO, Multiobjective optimization, Dynamic Environment and Discrete PSO. Every variant of PSO have different form and function.
Each of them also has variety methods to solve their problem. Table 2 describes every characteristics of basic variant of
PSO. There are many researchers that have develop many application using modification PSO. Figure 3 presents
distribution of articles in terms of modification of Particle Swarm Optimization. The number of papers using single
solution PSO yields a peak in 2007 and decreases gradually after that. Niching with PSO is only used by some of
researchers. From the figure below, dynamic environment of PSO and multi-objective With the characteristic of
modification of PSO, there are several application areas that can develop, such as scheduling, searching, forecasting,
feature selection, classification, Modification of particle swarm optimization problems have implemented in several
areas, i.e. Searching, Optimization production rate and functions problem.
Variant PSO
Single Solution of
PSO
Niching with PSO

Constraint
Optimization
using PSO

Multi-objective
optimization
(MOO)
Dynamic
Environment of
PSO

Discrete PSO

Utilities
Obtain single solutions to continuous-valued,
unconstrained, static, single-objective,
optimization problem
Niching (speciation) techniques have the ability to
locate multiple solutions in multimodal domains
Find a solution that both optimizes the objective
function satisfies all constraints. If it is not
possible to satisfy all constrains, the algorithm has
to balance the trades off between optimal
objective function value and number of constrain
violated
Find a set of solution among the objective of a
multi optimization problem.
Have an ability to solve an optimization in the
dynamic real-world problems although if it is in
multi objective optimization

Methods
Social network structure, hybrid
algorithm, sub swarm-based, revealing
methods, mimetic PSO multi-start PSO
Quasi-sequential niching, Parallel niching
algorithm, Objective function stretching,
Sequential niching
convert to unconstrained problem, Repair
method, Boundary constrain, Pareto
ranking, Preserving feasible

Criterion-based methods, dominance-base.

Environment change detection, Response
to environment changes, Changing the
inertia weight update, Reinitialize Particle
Solution, Limit Memory, Local Search,
Split adaptive PSO, Fine-Grained,
Charged Swarm
Binary PSO, General Discrete PSO

Find an optimization problem that operate on
binary search space
Table 2.Characteristic Modifications of PSO
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PSO clustering problem
Two main problem of clustering using PSO method is the convergence to local optimal and slow convergence velocity,
which is tried to be solved by using two ideas of chaos theory and acceleration strategy . Updating velocity of the cluster
centers is done for each particle for relocating the particle to the new position, from the best answer for each particle
(Pbest) and the best global solution so far (gbest) . In which W Inertia coefficient rate tends to previous velocity of the
particle, c1ratestends to the best local position of the particle, and c2 trends to the best global position of the particle.
Cr random value is created for each round independently between 0 and 1.which substitutes both r1 and r2,and
parameter k is the number of predicted clusters. Using the chaos theory in PSO population generation will result in more
diverse of the algorithm. As can be seen in Figure 1. To achieve more optimal particle swarm optimization algorithm,
chaos theory is applied And in other change to increase the rate of convergence used acceleration strategy therefore in
this mode a number of the population which are the best toward the target move not all population that it increases the
rate of convergence [17].

Figure1. Chaos map

Proposed Method
Our proposed algorithm is composed of two clustering and data transmission phases.
Clustering Phase
In clustering phase, the particles are generated randomly. Then the best points are selected as the cluster heads and other
nodes which are located near each cluster head becomes the member of the cluster and then fitness function is calculated
for every cluster heads. If the fitness function is better than global best it is substituted. This process is done for 1000
generation. Then each node prepares a control message that contains identity and value of its residual energy and sends it
directly to the base station .The base station which receives the information performs clustering operation.
Proposed Validation index
As previously mentioned, the clustering is more desirable in which intra-cluster density is higher and in another word, the
clusters are more cohesive and inter-cluster density is lower. Based on this principle, in the proposed method to estimate
the optimal number of clusters. The first Select the number of clusters. Also to measure rate of clusters separation the
different distance between cluster than total center of data set for the number of clusters considered, and then calculated
the ratio between two, since the clustering is more desirable. The clusters are more compact and farther apart So, for the
number of clusters where the index is maximum the clustering is more desirable and the optimal number of clusters is
achieved. Validation index is composed of two parts, F1 and F2. Whatever the amount of the above criterion is greater
clustering is better.
Inter: inter-cluster distance for which farther is better.
Intra: intra-cluster distance for which closer is better.

Figure2.Performance of the proposed index
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Eq. (9),(10) denotes the intra and inter cluster separation:
(9)
In Eq. (9) the total distance between nodes in each cluster and its cluster head calculated in which c is the number of
clusters, N is the number of nodes, Xj is the cluster head and Xi denotes the distance of the nodes from its relative cluster
head. The intra cluster separation is shown in the following equation:
(10)
To calculate the inter clusters separation, the distance between the centers of the clusters and the center of total data set
is calculated. For cluster range specified the amount of this index calculate and show in chart. In the conditions in
which the slope of the curve is sharper the estimate of the number of clusters is more accurate.
Data transmission phase
After cluster formation and cluster heads election of each cluster data can be transmitted by the normal nodes to
corresponding cluster heads. In this phase, each normal node is connected to the nearest cluster head. Cluster heads are
assigned with the implementation of a TDMA schedule to each cluster member. Each node in the allocated interval sends
its data to cluster head in the form of data message. The cluster heads aggregate and transmit data towards base station
after receiving all messages from cluster member nodes. Then the energy consumption of all nodes is computed.

Figure 3. Data transmission phase flowchart
Simulation
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The algorithm is simulated using MATLAB software. The parameters used are noted in the table 3. j_ and j_ are
electronic energies, and EDA is the energy needed for data aggregation at cluster heads.
Parameter
Value
10 pJ/bit/m2
j__
0.0013 pJ/bit/m4
j_
Eelec
50/nJ/bit
EDA
5/nJ/bit/signal
Initial energy per node
0.5 j
Data packet size
4000 bit
Control packet size
200 bit
Table 3.simulation parameters
The first step of our purpose approach is that using PSO to find the most optimal points in area and then the closest node
to it are consider as cluster heads. we have 100 × 100 area with 100 nodes randomly dispersed and also the base station is
put on the 50 × 50 coordinates. The number of particle and the velocity is calculated with respect to the area size.
Initially, minimum particles together work is equal 20-bit and The velocity initially is equal to 4 which was comparative
and by increase the number of current nodes in the environment are changed. The most influential parameters in the
calculation of PSO are values that must be consider for c1, c2, w, which in more papers are considered as c1 = c2 = 2
and w = 1. But to find more accurate values due to their significant impact on the problem solution, we evaluated all
possible values between different intervals. After 1000 generations, with the cooperation of 20 particles together, as you
can see in Figure 4 the best value for the parameter is equal to c1=c2=0.5 and w=0.007.
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Figure 4. The parameter values c1,c2, w
As the result of the random motion, the particles may be out of the environment that are required to move back into
environment. We apply the support vector machine(SVM) supervised learning method to return the particle into the
environment [22].

Figure 5: represents a range of educational particles
In Fig 5, there is a Xi particles outside the range that with ξi(st > v) is returned into the environment where compared to
moving the particle on the border better results will be achieved. The next important issue is the value that should be
considered for alpha. When the node energy is less than alpha value the cluster head is replacement. To consider the
optimal alpha value all values between 0 and 1 with the distance of the 0.1 are considered. After running four times and
averaging, the best alpha value for 100 nodes is equal to 0.8 and for 200 nodes is equal to 0.4 which can be seen in
Figure 6.
3000
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Figure 6. Alpha value in two cases of 100 nodes and 200 nodes
As you can see in Figure 7 that cluster heads are suitably dispersed. A point that should be noted is that the nodes
that are close to the base station and its distance to the nearest cluster heads is less, transmit data directly to the base
station and reduce energy consumption considerably.
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Figure 7.The number of nodes associated to each cluster
We compared the proposed algorithm with the LEACH, CHEF, PSO-MV, GFCM algorithms which results are as
follows. Figure 8 shows the rate of dead nodes and network lifetime after implementing the proposed protocols which is
higher compared to LEACH, CHEF, PSO-MV, GFCM protocols, which increases networks lifetime.
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Figure 8. Comparing the proposed algorithm with four efficient algorithms, namely LEACH, CHEF,
PSO-MV, GFCM in terms of the number of dead nodes
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As shown in Figure 10 the first node in the LEACH algorithm dies at 790th round and the last dies at 1420th round,
while using the proposed algorithm the first node dies in round 2959 and the last node dies in the 4150th round which is
due to the selection of the best possible cluster heads. Figure 11 denoted the energy consumed by LEACH, CHEF, PSOMV, GFCM protocols and the proposed algorithm in which the proposed protocol has significantly lower total energy
consumption than the other protocols.
As you can see in Figure 9 the slope of the proposed algorithm is softer and suitable than that of the LEACH algorithm
which lead to slower energy discharge. Therefore in LEACH 5% of energy is lost in the 98th round and total energy is
finished in the 1238th round While using the proposed algorithm, 5% of energy is lost in the 233rd round and total
energy is finished in the 3971st round, which increases of network lifetime.
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Figure 9. Comparing the proposed algorithm with four efficient algorithms, namely LEACH, CHEF, PSO-MV,
GFCM in terms of total energy consumption
Conclusions
In this paper, we have made review of the different methods of PSO algorithm. Basic particle swarm optimization has
advantages and disadvantages, to overcome the lack of PSO. There are several basic variant of PSO. The modified
variant PSO help the PSO to process other conditions that cannot be solved by the basic PSO. The observation and
review is made to show the absolute function of PSO, advantages and disadvantages of PSO, the basic variant of PSO,
Modification of PSO. we introduce a new approach for sensor network clustering using Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) algorithm. The parameters which are used in the algorithm are residual energy, density, distance from the base
station, intra-cluster distance and cluster heads distance from each other. Our goal was to propose a new cost function to
select the best cluster heads that combine the various criteria affecting the energy efficiency of cluster heads and cluster
heads rotation among the nodes. Also, using the proposed algorithm the network coverage is evaluated and compared
with some previous methods which have proved better performance and improved network lifetime and energy
consumption.
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